Rupert Sheldrake

The Sense of Being Stared At
Part 2: Its Implications for Theories of Vision

For the purpose of this discussion, I am taking it for granted that the sense of
being stared at is real. The weight of available evidence seems to support its factual existence, as discussed in my earlier article in this issue of the Journal of
Consciousness Studies. Some people will dispute this conclusion, and there is as
yet no universal consensus. But it is not necessary for everyone to agree that a
phenomenon exists before discussing its possible implications. A discussion of
the implications of evolution began long before everyone agreed that evolution
had occurred, and there are still people who deny its reality.
The sense of being stared at implies that looking at a person or animal can affect
that person or animal at a distance. An influence seems to pass from the observer to
the observed. The sense of being stared at does not seem to fit in with theories that
locate all perceptual activity inside the head. It seems more compatible with theories of vision that involve both inward and outward movements of influence.
In order to see the present situation in perspective, it is helpful to look at the
history of the long-standing debate about the nature of vision. Inward or intromission theories have always tended to regard vision as passive, emphasizing the
entry of light into the eye. Outward or extramission theories have always emphasized that vision is active. Combined theories accept that vision has both active
and passive aspects.
I start with a brief overview of the history of theories of vision. I then discuss
how this debate is continuing today, and examine how the different theories
might relate to the sense of being stared at. I summarize my own hypothesis that
the sense of being stared at depends on perceptual fields that link the perceiver to
that which is perceived. These fields are rooted in the brain, but extend far
beyond it. I conclude by examining aspects of quantum theory that imply twoway interconnections between observers and observed.
I: A Brief History of Theories of Vision
In the ancient world there was a long-running discussion about the nature of
vision. This debate continued in the Arab world and in Europe in the Middle
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Ages. For over two thousand years there were four main theories: the intromission theory, the extramission theory, theories combining intromission and
extramission, and theories about the medium through which vision took place
(Lindberg, 1981).
In ancient Greece, early in the fifth century BC, members of the Pythagorean
School proposed an early version of extramission theory, suggesting that a visual
current was projected outwards from the eye. Also, the philosopher Empedocles
(c. 492–432 BC) proposed that the eyes sent out their own rays; they were like
lanterns with their own internal light. Sight proceeded from the eyes to the object
seen (Zajonc, 1993).
Meanwhile, the atomist philosopher Democritus (c. 460–371 BC) advocated
an early version of the intromission theory. He was a prototypic materialist,
propounding the doctrine that ultimate reality consists of particles of matter in
motion. He proposed that material particles streamed off the surface of things in
all directions; vision depended on these particles entering the eye. In order to
account for coherent images, he supposed that the particles were joined together
in thin films that travelled into the eye. The Roman atomist Lucretius (died c.
55 BC) called these films simulacra, and compared them to the smoke thrown off
by burning wood, or the heat from fires, or the skins cast off by insects or snakes
when they moult (Lindberg, 1981).
This intromission theory raised fundamental problems which proponents of
rival theories delighted in pointing out. How can material simulacra pass through
each other without interference? And how can the image of a large object like a
mountain shrink enough to enter the pupil? This theory also failed to account for
what happens once the films have entered the eye. How do they account for seeing? Intromission alone made vision into a passive process, and ignored the
active role of attention.
Nevertheless, some atomists admitted that influences could move both ways,
not just into the eyes, but also outwards from the looker. One reason for accepting outward-moving influences was the belief in the evil eye, whereby some people could allegedly harm others by looking at them with envy or other negative
emotions. Democritus explained the evil eye as mediated by images moving outward from the eyes, charged with hostile mental contents, that ‘remain persistently attached to the person victimized, and thus disturb and injure both body
and mind’ (Dodds, 1971). A belief in the power of envious gazes to bring about
negative effects was common in the ancient world, and is still widespread in
Greece and many other countries (Dundes, 1982).
The philosopher Plato (427–347 BC) adopted the idea of an outward-moving
current, but proposed that it combined with light to form a ‘single homogeneous
body’ stretching from the eye to the visible object. This extended medium was
the instrument of visual power reaching out from the eye. Through it, influences
from the visible object passed to the soul. In effect, Plato combined intromission
and extramission theories with the idea of an intermediate medium between the
object and the eye (Lindberg, 1981).
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Aristotle (384–322 BC) followed Plato in emphasizing the importance of an
intermediate medium between the eye and the object seen. but he rejected both
the intromission and extramission theories. Nothing material passed in or out of
the eye during vision. He called the intermediate medium the ‘transparent’. He
thought of light not as a material substance, but as a ‘state of the transparent’,
resulting from the presence of a luminous body. The visible object was the
source or cause a change in the transparent, through which influences were transmitted instantaneously to the soul of the observer (Lindberg, 1981).
The final major contribution of classical antiquity was that of the mathematicians, starting with the geometer Euclid (active around 300 BC). Euclid’s
approach was strictly mathematical and excluded practically all aspects of vision
that could not be reduced to geometry. He adopted an extramission theory, and
emphasized that vision was an active process, giving the example of looking for
a pin, and at first not seeing it, but then finding it. There is a change in what is
seen as a result of this active process of looking and finding, even though the
light entering the eye remains the same (Zajonc, 1993). Euclid recognized that
light played a part in vision, but he said very little about the way it was related to
the visual rays projecting outwards from the eyes. He assumed that these rays
travelled in straight lines, and he worked out geometrically how eyes projected
the images we see outside ourselves. He also clearly stated the principles of mirror reflection, recognizing the equality of what we now call the angles of incidence and reflection, and he explained virtual images in terms of the movement
of visual rays outwards from the eyes (Takahashi, 1992).
Other mathematicians, most notably by Claudius Ptolemy (active AD
127–148), took Euclid’s geometrical approach further. Ptolemy proposed that
the visual flux coming out of the eyes consisted of ether, or quintessence, or fifth
element (over and above earth, air, fire and water). He rejected Euclid’s idea of
discrete rays coming out of the eyes with gaps between the rays, and thought of
the visual cone as continuous.
The debate continued within the Arab world, especially between the ninth and
thirteenth centuries AD. In Baghdad, Al-Kindi (c.801–c.866) helped start the
debate in a new way. He saw the radiation of power or force as fundamental to all
nature: ‘It is manifest that everything in this world … produces rays in its own
manner like a star. … Everything that has actual existence in the world of the elements emits rays in every direction which fill the whole world.’ In an astonishing
vision of interconnectedness, he thought that radiation bound the world into a
vast network in which everything acted on everything else.
For Al-Kindi the laws of radiation were the laws of nature, and optics was fundamental to all other sciences. Under Euclid’s influence, he thought of visual
power issuing forth from the eye. Like Ptolemy, he did not accept the idea of distinct rays, but proposed that the visual cone was a continuous beam of radiation,
sensitive throughout. He did not think of this radiation as an actual movement of
material substance out of the eye, but rather as a transformation of the medium
(Lindberg, 1981). Al-Kindi’s treatise on vision became a popular textbook and
influenced the course of thinking for centuries.
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Alhazen (965–1039) put forward a new theory of vision that brought together
ideas from the rival schools of thought into a new synthesis. He adopted the anatomical insights of Galen and his followers, the Aristotelian idea of a transparent
medium, and the mathematical approach of Euclid and Al-Kindi. His principal
innovation was to reverse the direction of the influences travelling in the visual
cone. Instead of radiation moving out of the eye, light moved in. He thus laid one
of the foundations for Kepler’s theory of vision. But although his theory dealt
impressively with the way that light entered the eye, he had much less to say about
what occurred when it arrived there, and had no explanation of vision itself.
It was mainly through Arabic sources that these ideas were transmitted to
medieval Europe, where astronomy and optics were the most flourishing sciences. Intellectual fashions changed as more material was translated. Up until
the end of the twelfth century, the main influences were Platonic, and the
extramission theory of vision was predominant. The influence of this theory
increased when translations of Al-Kindi and Ptolemy became available, with
their mathematical analysis of visual rays projecting out of the eye.
By the thirteenth century the works of Aristotle, together with the writings of
his Arabic commentators, and the optical writings of Alhazen were part of a
flood of new translations. Practically all the points of view and arguments from
the classical and Islamic worlds were now available to European scholars in
major centres of learning like Paris and Oxford.
In the Renaissance there was no radical break with the medieval theories
of vision, but in four areas technological advances made major new contributions. First, there was the
development of linear perspective in
painting; second, an improved understanding of the anatomy of the eye,
with a recognition that the lens is
lens-shaped, when it was previously
regarded as a sphere; third, the study of
the camera obscura, in which inverted
images formed on the wall of a darkened room with a small hole in the
wall, as in a pinhole camera; fourth, the
study of spectacle lenses, which led to
the recognition that double convex
lenses cause rays of light to converge
(Lindberg, 1981).
All these advances provided essential
Figure 1. A typical textbook diagram showing ingredients for Kepler’s theory of rethow reflection in a plane mirror produces a vir- inal images, published in 1604. His
tual image (I) of the object (O). The dotted lines
indicate virtual rays. (After Duncan and Ken- synthesis led to new problems, still
unsolved today.
nett, 2001).
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Figure 2. Isaac Newton’s diagram of reflection in a plane mirror; ‘If an Object A be seen by
Reflexion of a Looking-glass mn, it shall appear, not in its proper place A, but behind the Glass at
a.’ (Newton, 1730, Figure 9).

II: Extramission Theories in Science and Popular Belief
Modern physics textbooks present an account of mirror reflections in which virtual images are produced outside the eye (Figure 1). The arrows on the light rays
are of course shown as moving into the eye, but the ‘virtual rays’ that give rise to
virtual images go in the opposite direction. This process is described as follows
in a typical British textbook for 14-16 year olds: ‘Rays from a point on the object
are reflected at the mirror and appear to come from a point behind the mirror
where the eye imagines the rays intersect when produced backwards’ (Duncan
and Kennett, 2001, p. 8). There is no discussion of how the eye ‘imagines’ rays
intersecting, or how it produces them backwards.
Isaac Newton in his Opticks, first published in 1704, used the same kind of
diagram (Figure 2). His very reasonable explanation was that the reflected rays
incident on the spectator’s eyes ‘make the same Picture in the bottom of the Eyes
as if they had come from the Object really placed at a without the Interposition of
the Looking-glass; and all Vision is made according to the place and shape of
that Picture’ (Book I, Axiom VIII). But he does not discuss how vision is made
from the pictures in the eyes, nor why images appear to be outside the eyes.
The theory of virtual images in Newton’s Opticks and in modern textbooks is
at least 2,300 years old. Euclid first codified the geometric principles of mirror
reflections in his Catoptrics, and his diagrams showing the location of virtual
images behind plane mirrors are essentially identical to those in modern textbooks (Takahashi, 1992).
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Euclid’s virtual images were formed by visual rays moving outwards in
straight lines from the eye to the place where the object appeared to be. This
theory of virtual images has survived continuously since time of Euclid because
it works so well in explaining the facts of reflection and refraction. The virtual
images are not explicitly ascribed to visual rays, but rather to rays ‘produced
backwards’ from the eye.
Of course, supporters of the intromission theory say that diagrams of virtual
images outside the eye should not to be taken literally. Contrary to what the textbook diagrams show, all images, real and virtual, are somehow inside the brain.
Yet most science students are unaware of the complexities of consciousness
studies, and probably believe what they are told. They are likely to conclude that
vision somehow involves both the inward movement of light and the outward
projection of images. Even before they are scientifically educated, most children
believe this anyway.
In his study of children’s intellectual development, Piaget (1973) found that
children under the age of 10 or 11 thought vision involved an outward-moving
influence from the eyes. Gerald Winer and his colleagues have confirmed
Piaget’s finding in a recent series of surveys in Ohio. Eighty per cent of the children in Grade 3 (aged 8–9) agreed that vision involved both the inward and outward movement of ‘rays, energy or something else’ (Cottrell and Winer, 1994).
In the same age group, 75% said they could feel the stares of other people and
38% said they could feel an animal stare. There was a significant correlation
between people’s belief in the ability to feel stares and their belief that something
goes out of the eyes when people are looking (Cottrell et al., 1996).
Winer and his colleagues were ‘surprised — indeed shocked’ by these findings (Winer and Cottrell, 1996, p. 138). They were especially surprised to find
that belief in the ability to feel the looks of unseen others increased with age, with
92% of older children and adults answering ‘yes’ to the question ‘Do you ever
feel that someone is staring at you without actually seeing them look at you?’
(Cottrell et al., 1996). They commented, ‘the belief in the ability to feel stares,
which occurs at a high level among children as well as adults, seems, if anything,
to increase with age, as if irrationality were increasing rather than declining
between childhood and adulthood!’ (Winer and Cottrell, 1996, p. 139).
Winer and his colleagues also studied how beliefs in visual extramission
changed with age. They were astonished to find that most adults believed in a
combined intromission-extramission theory of vision, including college students
who had been taught the ‘correct’ theory in psychology courses.
Our attention is now directed to understanding whether education can eradicate
these odd, but seemingly powerful intuitions about perception… [A]s professionals
and ‘experts’, we and many of our colleagues still find it difficult to accept the idea
that college students could believe in visual extramission under almost any set of
circumstances. In fact, a reviewer of one of our manuscripts commented that our
work should be held to a higher standard of proof than other research is because evidence about extramission beliefs was so difficult for the reviewer to accept. It seems
unusual, then, that education has produced a correct understanding for some of us,
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but has apparently failed to influence many children and adults in the same way
(Winer and Cottrell, 1996, p. 142).

In further studies, Winer and his colleagues were yet more surprised to find
that there was no decline in extramission beliefs among college students after
studying the standard coursework on vision. They modified the teaching material to include explicit statements that in vision nothing leaves the eye, referring
to fictional characters like Superman and the X-Men, portrayed with rays coming out of their eyes, stressing that in reality nothing like this happens. These
refutational statements resulted in an immediate increase in the proportion of
students giving the ‘correct’ answer. But to their disappointment this effect was
short-lived, and the students soon reverted to a two-way theory of vision. They
concluded, ‘There is no doubt that psychology educators need to counteract a
misconception that deals with one of the most fundamental areas of their discipline’ (Winer et al., 2002).
III: Modern Theories of Vision
There is no agreement among philosophers, neuroscientists and psychologists
about the nature of visual perception. Most take for granted the intromission theory, but others emphasize the active role of vision and its connection with bodily
activity: vision is not confined to the inside of the head, but extends outwards
into the world, closely linked to the organism’s movements and actions.

It’s all in the head
If all mental activity and all visual experience are confined to the insides of
heads, then the sense of being stared at ought not to occur. And if it does, it is
almost impossible to explain. This is probably why the phenomenon has been
ignored for so long.
But there is no clear explanation of how vision actually occurs inside heads. In
old-fashioned books of popular science, vision was illustrated through cutaway
pictures of a man’s head, inside which there was a miniature cinema, with a picture projected onto a kind screen inside the head, with a little person inside the
brain looking at it (e.g. Kahn, 1949). Of course, this view results in an infinite
regress, for in order to see this representation, the little person inside the brain
would need a screen inside his brain, and a yet tinier person to see the screen, and
so on.
The popular science approach still relies on this ‘ghost in the machine’ dualism. In the Natural History Museum in London, in 2005 there was still a ghostly
display called ‘Controlling Your Actions’. In a three-dimensional model of a
man’s head, a see-through plastic window in the forehead reveals the cockpit of a
jet plane, with two empty chairs for the pilot and his co-pilot in the other hemisphere. The commentary explains, ‘The cortex is the body’s control room. It
receives information, processes it and decides on the best course of action. So the
cortex in your brain is rather like the flight deck of an aircraft’. Though carefully
worded to avoid mentioning controllers or pilots, few visitors would expect a
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control room or a cockpit to make decisions without someone there to make
them, even if the decider is invisible.
Since the 1980s, the predominant academic approach has been to suppose that
vision depends on computational processing and on the formation of representations inside the brain. David Marr summarized this position as follows:
Vision is the process of discovering from images what is present in the world, and
where it is. Vision is therefore, first and foremost, an information-processing task,
but we cannot think of it as just a process. For if we are capable of knowing what is
where in the world, our brains must somehow be capable of representing this information — in all its profusion of color and form, beauty, motion and detail (Marr,
1982, p. 3)

Most of the metaphors of cognitive science are derived from computers, and the
internal representation is now commonly conceived of as a ‘virtual reality’ display. As Jeffrey Gray put it succinctly, ‘The “out there” of conscious experience
isn’t really out there at all; it’s inside the head.’ Our visual perceptions are a ‘simulation’ of the real world, a simulation that is ‘made by, and exists within, the
brain’ (Gray, 2004, pp. 10, 25).
The idea that our visual experiences are simulations inside our heads is often
taken for granted. But it leads to strange consequences, as Stephen Lehar has
pointed out (Lehar, 2004). The simulation theory says that when I look at the sky,
the sky I see is inside my head. This means that my skull must be beyond the sky!
Lehar supposes that skulls are indeed beyond the sky:
I propose that out beyond the farthest things you can perceive in all directions, i.e.
above the dome of the sky, and below the solid earth under your feet, or beyond the
walls and ceiling of the room you see around you, is located the inner surface of
your true physical skull, beyond which is an unimaginably immense external world
of which the world you see around you is merely a miniature internal replica. In
other words, the head you have come to know as your own is not your true physical
head, but only a miniature perceptual copy of your head in a perceptual copy of the
world, all of which is contained within your real head (Lehar, 1999).

If all perceptual experience is indeed a miniature representation inside the brain,
then looking at somebody from behind could not give rise to a sense of being
stared at. This sense implies an ability to detect the focusing of attention by the
person or animal that senses it. If attention is confined to the inside of the brain, it
cannot act at a distance.
From this point of view, there are two ways to deal with the evidence for the
sense of being stared at. The first is to deny or ignore it. The second is to accept it
but to postulate a non-local mental effect whereby attention to someone’s representation inside my brain influences that person at a distance by an unknown
mechanism, perhaps akin to telepathy.

A grand illusion?
The theory that there is a detailed representation of the external world within the
brain is by no means universally believed within academic circles. It is under
attack by sceptical neuroscientists and philosophers.
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The more that is known about the eyes and the brain, the less likely the internal
representation theory seems. The resolving power of the eyes is limited, especially outside the foveal region; each eye has a blind spot of which we remain
unaware; the eyes are in frequent motion, saccading from point to point in the
visual field three to four times a second; and recent work on ‘change blindness’
and ‘inattentional blindness’ shows that we often remain unaware of large
changes in the visual field. As Alva Noë has summarized the problem, ‘How, on
the basis of the fragmented and discontinuous information, are we able to enjoy
the impression of seamless consciousness of an environment that is detailed,
continuous, complex and high resolution?’ (Noë, 2002). Is the visual world a
grand illusion?
The most radical solution to this problem is to suppose that the visual world
is not an illusion, and is not inside the brain at all. The visual world is where
it seems to be, in the external world. The leading proponent of this view was
J.J. Gibson (1979) in his ‘ecological’ approach to perception. Rather than the
brain building up an internal model of the environment, vision involves the
whole animal and is concerned with the guidance of action.
For Gibson, perception is active and direct. The animal moves its eyes, head
and body, and it moves through the environment. Visual perception is not a
series of static snapshots, but a dynamic visual flow. Because perceivers are
familiar with regular correlations between this flow and the visual properties of
the environment, they are able to ‘pick up’ information from the environment by
‘direct perception’. As Gibson put it, ‘Information is conceived as available in
the ambient energy flux, not as signals in a bundle of nerve fibers. It is information about both the persisting and the changing features of the environment
together. Moreover, information about the observer and his movements is available, so that self-awareness accompanies perceptual awareness’ (Gibson, 1979).
Gibson’s approach was of course much criticized, not least because it appears
to contradict every aspect of the representational-computational orthodoxy
(Fodor and Pylyshyn, 1981). Nevertheless, the problems posed by the internal
representation theory have not gone away. Some researchers disagree with Gibson’s theory of direct perception, but agree with him about the importance of
movement and activity in perception.
In the ‘enactive’ or ‘embodied’ approach developed by Francisco Varela and
his colleagues, perceptions are not represented in a world-model inside the head,
but are enacted or ‘brought forth’ as a result of the interaction of the organism
and its environment. ‘[P]erception and action have evolved together … perception is always perceptually guided activity’ (Thompson et al., 1992).
O’Regan (1992) likewise rejects the need for internal representations of the
world; the world can be used as an external memory, or as its own model. We can
look again if we need to; we do not need a detailed model of the environment
inside our brains. As Noë (2002) has summarized it, ‘The enactive, sensorimotor
account explains how it can be that we enjoy an experience of worldly detail
which is not represented in our brains. The detail is present — the perceptual
world is present — in the sense that we have a special kind of access to the
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details, an access controlled by patterns of sensorimotor dependence with which
we are familiar. The visual world is not a grand illusion.’
It is not clear how these various approaches might relate to the sense of being
stared at. Gibson’s ecological theory places perceptual activity outside the brain,
and hence leaves open the possibility of an interaction between the perceiver and
the perceived. The same might be true of the enactive and sensorimotor accounts
in that they are interactive by nature, and do not treat vision only as an internal
process within the brain.

Two-way theories
In two-way theories of vision, images are projected out beyond the brain to the
places where they appear to be. Thus if I look at a tree, light from the tree enters
my eyes, inverted images form on my retinas, and changes occur in my eyes and
in various regions of the brain. These give rise to a perceptual image of the tree,
which is situated where the tree actually is. The tree that I am seeing is in my
mind, but not inside my brain.
This theory of vision resembles the combined intromission-extramission theory widespread in ancient Greece, the Arab world and medieval Europe
(Lindberg, 1981). Several recent philosophers have also advocated versions of a
two-way theory, including Henri Bergson (1896), William James (1904), Alfred
North Whitehead (1925) and Bertrand Russell (1948).
Bergson anticipated the enactive and sensorimotor approaches in emphasizing
that perception is directed towards action. Through perception, ‘The objects
which surround my body reflect its possible action upon them’ (Bergson, 1911,
p. 7). He rejected the idea that images were formed inside the brain:
The truth is that the point P, the rays which it emits, the retina and the nervous elements affected, form a single whole; that the luminous point P is a part of this whole;
and that it is really in P, and not elsewhere, that the image of P is formed and perceived (Bergson, 1911, pp. 37–8).

William James likewise rejected the idea of images inside the brain. He took
as an example the reader sitting in a room, reading a book:
[T]he whole philosophy of perception from Democritus’ time downwards has been
just one long wrangle over the paradox that what is evidently one reality should be
in two places at once, both in outer space and in a person’s mind. ‘Representative’
theories of perception avoid the logical paradox, but on the other had they violate
the reader’s sense of life which knows no intervening mental image but seems to see
the room and the book immediately as they physically exist (James, 1904; quoted in
Velmans 2000).

As Whitehead expressed it, ‘sensations are projected by the mind so as to
clothe appropriate bodies in external nature’ (Whitehead, 1925, p. 54).
Max Velmans currently argues in favour of a theory of this kind as part of his
‘reflexive’ model of consciousness (Velmans, 2000). He discusses the example
of a subject S looking at a cat as follows:
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According to reductionists there seems to be a phenomenal cat ‘in S’s mind’, but
this is really nothing more than a state of her brain. According to the reflexive
model, while S is gazing at the cat, her only visual experience of the cat is the cat she
sees out in the world. If she is asked to point to this phenomenal cat (her ‘cat experience’), she should point not to her brain but to the cat as perceived, out in space
beyond the body surface (Velmans, 2000, p. 109).1

How could this projection possibly work? He discusses the process as follows:
I assume that the brain constructs a ‘representation’ or ‘mental model’ of what is
happening, based on the input from the initiating stimulus, expectations, traces of
prior, related stimuli stored in long-term memory, and so on…. Visual representations of a cat, for example, include encoding for shape, location and extension,
movement, surface texture, colour, and so on…. Let me illustrate with a simple
analogy. Let us suppose that the information encoded in the subject’s brain is
formed into a kind of neural ‘projection hologram’. A projection hologram has the
interesting quality that the three-dimensional image it encodes is perceived to be
out in space, in front of its two-dimensional surface (Velmans, 2000, pp. 113-4).

Velmans makes it clear that the idea of holographic projection is only an analogy, and stresses that he thinks perceptual projection is subjective and nonphysical, occurring only in phenomenal as opposed to physical space. Nevertheless, these projections extend beyond the skull and generally coincide with
physical space.
If these projections are entirely non-physical, it is hard to conceive how they
could influence people or animals at a distance, or have any other measurable
effects. Velmans’ hypothesis does not seem to make any testable predictions,
and in its present form would not provide a basis for the sense of being stared at.
However, if one person’s perceptual projections interacted with another’s then
the sense of being stared at would be consistent with this projection theory.
IV: Perceptual Fields
My own hypothesis is that projection takes place through perceptual fields,
extending out beyond the brain, connecting the seeing animal with that which is
seen. Vision is rooted in the activity of the brain, but is not confined to the inside
of the head (Sheldrake, 1994; 2003). Like Velmans, I suggest that the formation
of these fields depends on the changes occurring in various regions of the brain
as vision takes place, influenced by expectations, intentions and memories.
Velmans suggests that this projection takes place in a way that is analogous to a
field phenomenon, as in a hologram. I suggest that the perceptual projection is
not just analogous to but actually is a field phenomenon.
We are used to the idea of fields projecting beyond material bodies, as in the
case of magnetic fields around magnets, the earth’s gravitational field around the
earth, and the electromagnetic fields of mobile phones around the phones themselves. There is nothing unscientific or dualistic about extended fields of influence pervading material bodies and reaching out beyond their surfaces. I suggest
[1] For the figure illustrating this, see Velmans’ contribution to this volume, p. 111 below.
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that minds likewise extend beyond brains through fields. Perceptual fields are
related to a broader class of biological fields involved in the organization of
developing organisms and in the activity of the nervous system.
The idea of biological fields has been an important aspect of developmental
biology since the 1920s, when the hypothesis of morphogenetic fields was first
proposed (Gurwitsch, 1922). These fields underlie processes of biological
morphogenesis. (Morphogenesis means the coming-into-being of form.) They
organize and shape biological development (von Bertalanffy, 1933; Weiss,
1939; Waddington, 1957; Thom, 1975; 1983; Goodwin, 1982; Sheldrake, 1981;
1988). Morphogenetic fields are also active at the molecular level, for example
in helping guide the folding of proteins towards their characteristic threedimensional form, ‘choosing’ among many possible minimum-energy structures
(Sheldrake, 1981).
The concept of morphogenetic fields is widely accepted within developmental
biology. The way in which a given cell develops within, say, a developing limb,
depends on what Lewis Wolpert has called ‘positional information’. This information depends on the cell’s position and is specified by a positional or
morphogenetic field (Wolpert, 1978; 1980).
Most biologists hope that morphogenetic fields will eventually be explained
in terms of the known fields of physics, or in terms of patterns of diffusion of
chemicals, or by other known kinds of physico-chemical mechanism (e.g
Meinhardt, 1982; Goodwin, 1994). Models of these fields in terms of chemical
gradients may indeed help to explain an early stage of morphogenesis, called pattern formation, in which different groups of cells make different proteins (e.g.
Wolpert, 1980; Slack and Tannahill, 1992). But morphogenesis itself, the
formation of structures like limbs, eyes and flowers, involves more than making
the right proteins in the right cells at the right times. The cells, tissues and
organs form themselves into specific structures in a way that is still very poorly
understood, and it is here that morphogenetic fields would play an essential
role shaping and guiding the developmental processes. My proposal is that
morphogenetic fields are not just a way of talking about known phenomena like
gradients of chemicals, but are a new kind of field (Sheldrake, 1981).
Morphogenetic fields are part of a larger class of fields called morphic fields,
which includes behavioural, social and perceptual fields. Such fields can be
modelled mathematically in terms of attractors within vector fields (Thom,
1975; 1983; Sheldrake, 1988).
Behavioural fields organize animal behaviour through patterning the otherwise chaotic or indeterminate activity in nervous systems (Sheldrake, 1988;
1999). Social fields coordinate the activity of social groups, including the flight
of birds in flocks or swimming of fish in schools, where the whole group can turn
rapidly without the individuals bumping into each other (Sheldrake, 2003).
According to this hypothesis, it is in the nature of morphic fields to bind
together and coordinate patterns of activity into a larger whole. Morphic fields
guide systems under their influence towards attractors, and they stabilize systems through time by means of self-resonance. They are also influenced by a
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resonance across time and space from previous similar systems, by a process
called morphic resonance. Thus they contain an inherent memory, both of system’s own past, and a kind of collective or pooled memory from previous similar
systems elsewhere. Through repetition a morphic field becomes increasingly
habitual. The ‘force’ these fields exert can be thought of as the force of habit.
The fields themselves are fields of probability, and they influence probabilistic processes; in this sense they resemble the fields of quantum field theory.
The morphic field hypothesis originally grew out of research in developmental and molecular biology. But morphic fields have properties relevant to three
aspects of the mind/brain problem. First, by their nature they could connect
together patterns of activity in different regions of the brain, and thus help provide a solution to the so-called binding problem. Second, they contain attractors,
which organize and give meaning to the entire system, and thus help explain the
intentionality of perception; it is about something; it is meaningful (Gray, 2004).
Third, they link into a single system the subject and the object, the observer and
the observed, and extend out beyond the brain to include or enclose the object of
perception (Sheldrake, 2003a).
To understand the sense of being stared at, we need a further postulate, namely
that these perceptual fields interact with the fields of the person or animal on
which attention is focussed. Ex hypothesi, all people and animals have their own
morphic fields, so this interaction would require an action of like upon like, a
field-field interaction (Sheldrake, 2003). Physics already provides many examples of field-field interactions, as in gravitational, electrical, magnetic, electromagnetic and quantum matter fields.
Are perceptual fields real, or are they virtual? They are real in the sense that
they are localized in space and time, they resonate with and have effects on the
systems under their influence. They impose patterns on the probabilistic activity
of nerves and networks of nerves. They interact with other morphic fields, such
as those of a person or animal being stared at. But they are virtual in the sense that
they are fields of probability or potentiality. They can be modelled mathematically in multidimensional spaces, as in René Thom’s models of dynamical attractors within morphogenetic fields. In this sense morphic fields resemble quantum
fields, rather than classical electromagnetic or gravitational fields.
This hypothesis might help to explain the sense of being stared at when the
looking is direct. But what about the effects of staring through closed circuit television? It is difficult to imagine that perceptual fields first link the observer to the
TV screen then extend backwards through the circuitry of the monitor, out
through the input wires, out through the camera, and then project through the
camera lens to touch the person being observed. The only alternative I can think
of is to suppose that seeing the image on the screen somehow sets up a resonant
connection with the person whose image is being seen. This could be an instance
of morphic resonance, the influence of like upon like across space and time.
The details of how perceptual fields work and how they interact are still
unclear. The way in which they can help explain the effects of staring through
CCTV is obscure. But even in this vague form, the perceptual field hypothesis
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has the advantage of making better sense of vision and of the sense of being
stared at than the mind-in-the-brain theory and the non-physical projection theory. It also ties in with a wide range of other biological phenomena, including
morphogenesis and instinctive behaviour.
V: Interconnections Between the Observer and the Observed
in Quantum Physics
There are at least four ways in which quantum physics might be relevant to the
sense of being stared at.

The role of the observer
First, the observer and the observed are interconnected: ‘[Q]uantum physics
presents a picture of reality in which observer and observed are inextricably
interwoven in an intimate way’ (Davies and Gribben, 1991, p. 208). Or as the
quantum physicist Bernard D’Espagnat expressed it, ‘The doctrine that the
world is made up objects whose existence is independent of human consciousness turns out to be in conflict with quantum mechanics and with facts established by experiment’ (D’Espagnat, 1979).
The most famous thought experiment on this subject, Schrödinger’s cat paradox, implies a spectacular macroscopic effect of observation: staring at a cat can
cause it to live or die. A hypothetical cat is confined inside a box containing a
glass phial of cyanide; poised above it is a hammer whose fall is triggered when a
Geiger counter detects the emission of an alpha particle from a radioactive atom.
There is an equal probability that a particle is emitted or not in a given time. The
quantum wave of the whole system thus involves a superposition of both possibilities, in one of which the cat is alive and in the other dead. The situation is
resolved one way or the other when someone looks into the box and observes the
cat, at which stage the wave function ‘collapses’.
This thought experiment has generated a long-lasting debate, still unresolved,
in theoretical quantum physics. Perhaps the strangest of all interpretations is the
many-universe hypothesis. At the moment of observation, the entire universe
splits into two coexisting parallel realities, one with a live cat in the box, the
other with a dead cat (Davies and Gribben, 1991).
The quantum physicist David Deutsch, a leading proponent of this extravagant hypothesis, postulates that there is ‘a huge number of parallel universes,
each similar in composition to the tangible one, and each obeying the same laws
of physics, but differing in that the particles are in different positions in each universe’ (Deutsch, 1997, p. 45).
Compared with an observer splitting the universe by looking at a cat, the sense
of being stared at seems conservative.
Photons moving backwards
Second, an interpretation of quantum physics promoted by Richard Feynman
emphasizes that there is no difference in nature between a photon moving
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forwards or backwards in time, from the point of view of electrodynamics.
Feynman started from the classical electromagnetic equations of Maxwell,
which are symmetrical in relation to time. These equations always give two solutions to describe the propagation of electromagnetic waves, one corresponding
to a wave moving forwards in time, and the other to a wave moving backwards in
time. Backward moving waves were simply ignored as non-physical until
Feynman began to take them seriously.
Waves moving outwards from an electron or radio mast are called ‘retarded’
waves, because they arrive somewhere else after they have been emitted; waves
traveling backwards in time are called ‘advanced’ waves because they arrive
somewhere before they have been emitted.
In what is called the ‘Wheeler-Feynman absorber theory’, when an electron is
agitated, it sends out a retarded wave into the future and an advanced wave into
the past. Wherever this wave meets another electron, it excites that electron,
which in turn sends out a retarded and advanced wave. The result is an overlapping sea of interacting electromagnetic waves. Thus, ‘your eyes do emit photons,
as part of an exchange with the photons radiated by a source of light … [T]he old
picture of a photon moving from a source of light to our eyes (or to anywhere
else) is incomplete; time has no meaning for a photon, and all we can say is that
photons have been exchanged between the source of light and our eyes’
(Gribben, 1995, pp. 106–7).
John Cramer has developed this approach further in the ‘transactional interpretation’ of quantum mechanics. He summarizes it as follows: ‘The emitter produces a retarded offer wave which travels to the absorber, causing the absorber to
produce an advanced confirmation wave which travels back down the track of
the offer wave to the emitter … An observer would perceive only the completed
transaction which he could interpret as the passage of a single retarded (i.e. positive energy) photon traveling at the speed of light from emitter to absorber’
(Cramer, 1986).
This transactional interpretation of quantum mechanics would be relevant to
the sense of being stared at if the advanced wave, emitted from the eye, was coupled to the vision of the perceiver.

Quantum entanglement
The third relevant aspect of quantum mechanics is quantum non-locality or
entanglement. It is well established that when pairs of particles, such as photons,
are produced from a common source can show correlations in their behaviour
over large distances that are inexplicable on the basis of old-style physics. There
has been much debate about the significance of this process for macroscopic systems such as ourselves, owing to the ‘decoherence’ of quantum states in large
systems such as brains. Yet some physicists believe that quantum entanglement
may be an essential aspect of the way minds work.
Christopher Clarke argues that entanglement may not only play an important
part in vision, but also that quantum entanglement is an essential aspect of conscious perception (Clarke, 2004). Consciousness itself somehow arises from
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entangled systems: ‘If the qualitative aspect of perception (the so-called qualia)
are produced by quantum entanglement between the states of the brain and the
states of perceived objects, then the supports of conscious loci are not just the
brain, but the whole of perceived space. In other words “I” am spread out over
the universe by virtue of my connectivity with other beings’ (Clarke, 2002;
p. 177). Clarke further suggests that in living organisms quantum entanglement
may helps to account for their holistic properties: ‘If we consider a living, and
hence coherent, entity, then the entanglement will take over the individual states
of the parts, which will no longer be definable, and replace them with the quantum state of the entangled whole’ (Clarke, 2002, p. 266).
The psychologist Dean Radin points out that the growing pressure to develop
workable quantum computers is rapidly expanding our ability to produce ever
more robust forms of entanglement in increasingly complex systems, and predicts that our understanding of what entanglement means will expand rapidly.
He paints a future scenario in which researchers will discover that living cells
exhibit properties associated with quantum entanglement, giving rise to the idea
of bioentanglement, and then to the idea that ‘minds and brains are complementary, like particles and waves … there are interpenetrating mind fields’ (Radin,
2004, p.12). He predicts that sooner or later it will be discovered that mind fields
are entangled with the rest of the universe. In this scenario, the sense of being
stared at would seem relatively straightforward.

Quantum Darwinism
A team of physicists at Los Alamos has recently proposed a form of preferential
perception of quantum states that becomes habitual, in a way that sounds not
unlike the activity of habitual perceptual fields discussed above (Ollivier et al.,
2004).
A Nature news report in 2004 explained how this new hypothesis arose from
the question, ‘If, as quantum mechanics says, observing the world tends to
change it, how is it that we can agree on anything at all? Why doesn’t each person
leave a slightly different version of the world for the next person to find? ‘ The
answer is called quantum Darwinism:
[C]ertain special states of a system are promoted above others by a quantum form of
natural selection…. Information about these states proliferates and gets imprinted
on the environment. So observers coming along and looking at the environment in
order to get a picture of the world tend to see the same ‘preferred’ states’.

Rather than decoherence being a problem for this view, it is an essential feature.
As Ollivier’s co-author Zurek put it, ‘Decoherence selects out of the quantum
“mush” those states that are stable.’ These stable states are called ‘pointer’
states. Through a ‘Darwin-like selection process’ these states proliferate as
many observers see the same thing. In Zurek’s words, ‘One might say that
pointer states are most ‘fit’. They survive monitoring by the environment to
leave ‘descendents’ that inherit their properties’ (Ball, 2004).
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If a pointer state links an observer to someone she is looking at, such preferred
states of quantum decoherence might underlie the sense of being stared at.
Indeed a preferred habitual quantum state may be another way of talking about a
perceptual field.
VI: Conclusions
Speculations about quantum interconnectedness and about perceptual fields are
still vague. But at the same time the conventional idea of a representation or virtual reality display inside the brain is also very vague; it gives no details of the
way in which the simulation is produced, the medium in which it occurs, or the
means by which is experienced subjectively. Nevertheless, the internal representation theory does make at least one testable prediction: the sense of being stared
at should not exist. If vision is confined to the brain, the concentration of attention on a person or an animal should have no effects at a distance, other than
those mediated by sound, vision or other recognized senses. The evidence goes
against this prediction.
If further research supports the reality of the sense of being stared at, then the
existence of this sense will favour theories of vision that involve an interaction
between the perceiver and the perceived, and go against theories that confine
vision to the inside of the head.
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